
PERFECT ORANGE™
Peroxide & Orange Cleaner
 Removes stubborn spots & stains from fabrics and surfaces
 Economical concentrate dilutes many ways for many jobs
 Pleasant fragrance and user friendly formulation
 Removes Quat. residue and browning from floors and mops

Perfect Orange cleaner is a unique blend 
of a peroxide stain remover and d-limonene 
cleaner-degreaser giving you two products in
one. Instead of trying everything in your closet 
on spots and stains, reach for Perfect Orange 
cleaner first. In most cases it will be the only 
product you need. Save time and closet 
space.

Hydrogen Peroxide is a proven stain 
remover that will not harm most fabrics and 
dyes. It is much safer on fabrics than bleach 
and much less hazardous to workers.

D-limonene is a derivative of natural citrus 
products and is often referred to as natures 
degreaser. It works on many solvent-based 
stains thus complimenting and enhancing the 
peroxide. This dual attack is surprisingly 
effective on many hard to remove stains such 
as blood, grease, soft drinks, juices (including 
some red drinks), inks and many others.

Perfect Orange cleaner also rinses very 
free, leaving no residues to attract dirt or dull 
surfaces. Both ingredients act as deodorants, 
breaking down many odors and masking 
others.

Perfect Orange cleaner is excellent for 
removing film and brown stains on hard floors 
caused by quaternary ammonium 
disinfectants without harming the floor finish. 
It also removes brown stains from mops.

Perfect Orange is an excellent degreaser 
for kitchen floors. It removes grease and 
prevents it from being tracked into dining 
areas. The peroxide gradually whitens grout 
with regular use.

As a laundry additive it whitens, removes 
many stains, and softens laundry. It removes 
stains from Ensure and similar products. The 
use of bleach may be eliminated or reduced 
which lengthens the life of linens.

Perfect Orange cleaner is very user 
friendly with a neutral pH and low toxicity. 

Peroxide breaks down into oxygen and water 
while the d-limonene is biodegradable. It has 
a low VOC content and no flash point to worry 
about.

Directions:
Floor Cleaning & Stain removing:
May be mopped on or used in an auto 
scrubber.  Leaves finished floors very glossy 
and bare floors squeaky-clean..
 6 ounces per gallon of water - Regular 

floor cleaning, odor removal from 
bathroom floors, removal of quat. film.

 10-15 ounces per gallon of water -
Removes heavy quat. residue and brown 
stains on floors.

 20 ounces per gallon of water - For 
extreme cases of brown staining.

Laundry: Two cups added to the first cycle 
per average load, or the equivalent in 
commercial machines. Perfect orange cleaner 
may also be used as a laundry spotter by 
spraying onto stains.

Carpet Spot & Stain Removal:
Spray full strength directly onto stains as a 
pre-spotter before extracting. May also be 
used for manual spot cleaning. Spray directly 
onto the stain and blot up. Always test in an 
inconspicuous place first.

Packaging: Gallon plastic jugs packed 4 per 
case. Labeled spray bottles available. 

Contact your Damon representative for a 
complete carpet cleaning program, complete 
laundry program and a complete hard-floor 
program.
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